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The vision of this book is to bring together examples of grounded geographic research carried out in Latin America regarding
territorial processes. These encompass a range of histories, processes, strategies and mechanisms, with case studies from ten
countries and many regions: struggles to reclaim indigenous lands, conflicts over land/resource/environmental services, competing
land claims, urban territorial identities, state power strategies, commercial involvements and others. The case studies included in
the book represent a wide diversity of theoretical and methodological framings currently deployed in Latin America to help interpret
the patterns and processes through the conceptual lenses of territory, territoriality and territorialization. Interrogating the meanings
of territory introduces multiple spatial, socio-cultural and political concepts including space, place and landscape, power, control
and governance, and identity and gender.
The word ‘territory’ has taken on renewed significance in a world where its close association with state sovereignty has made a
serious comeback, invoked alike by proponents of Brexit in the UK, ‘Making America Great Again’ in the USA, and myriad
populists from India to Brazil by way of Italy and Hungary. The word has had a contentious history in social science and political
theory. In its first seven years, the journal Territory, Politics, Governance has published numerous articles examining the ways in
which territory figures into contemporary political debates and its limits as a concept when applied to a world in which sovereignty
never has simply pooled up within self-evidently distinctive blocs of space named as ‘territories.’ Among other things, the limits of
territory are apparent in terms of the history of a global capitalism that always bursts beyond established boundaries, the fact that
some states are much more powerful and exercise much more spatial reach than do others, and that the political uses of territory
in its current usage date back predominantly to seventeenth century Europe rather than being historically transcendental or
worldwide. The articles in this book are selected from Territory, Politics, Governance to survey many of the dilemmas and
questions that haunt the concept of territory even as its current efflorescence in political discourse ignores them.
Nowadays political territoriality is profoundly put to the test by globalization, the rise of the network-society, international migration
and new types of risk that state governments find hard to control. Yet, new political configurations do not invalidate the relevance
of territory and territorial identity right away. Moreover, people who want to escape or forget foreign dominace still reach for the
traditionally sovereign state (Eastern Europe, Asia). In this book an international group of political geographers analyse the
meaning of post-modern transfromation in territoriality at different geographical scales: global, (inter) national and local. They
cover such varied topics as the probability of a clash between civilizations, the rise of World-cities, the disintegration of African
States, ethnic conflicts and politics in Europe, the meaning of a supranational territorial order (European Union), the end of the
welfare state, nation-building and its symbols, Israeli cultural politics, urban regimes and local conflict-defense mechanisms. The
perspectives put forward, match more general theoretical geography and political science and involve case studies from different
parts of the World. This important new study is of immediate interest to students of all levels of politcial science, sociology, social
geography, administrative science, international relations, contermpoary history, and to policy makers and politicians.
"A territory is an area of space which an animal guards as its exclusive possession and which it will defend against all members of
its kind. In this revolutionary book Robert Ardrey takes a concept familiar to every biologist, brings together for the first time a fair
sampling of all scientific observations of this form of behavior, and demonstrates that man obeys the same laws as does many
another animal species."--The dust-jacket front flap.
"We drive into a strange neighborhood and roll the windows up. As we talk to a friend, someone passes between us and we feel a
surge of terror. In Human Territory, Albert Scheflen and Norman Ashcraft explain some of these reactions. Extensively illustrated
with photographs and drawings, this book explores the dimensions of human territoriality and the unconscious rules that govern
much of our behavior. We learn the spatial dimensions of why individuals and groups are associated or rejected, and about racial
and ethnic communities in urban areas. We see how urbanization itself has distorted territorial rights, and how violations of these
rights leads to social unrest, crime and violence. Probing an area largely untouched by social science, Human Territory is a
fascinating looks at people, places and time." -- Back cover.
This volume combines theoretical analysis with a rich set of case studies to understand how national identity is negotiated across
spatial scales. As nationalism and identity have continued as critical global flashpoints, this book provides the only up-to-date,
comprehensive treatment of the territorial and scalar dimensions of national identity.
The concepts of 'territory' and 'territoriality' are analysed on the basis of anthropological and archaeological data. It is assumed
that 'territory' and 'territoriality' are more complex concepts than simple space occupation. For the case of Egypt in the Old
Kingdom, the author of this volume considers different variables related to the ideology and to the socio-political and economic
systems of the Egyptian state. Its consolidation, the royal power legitimisation and that of the elite, and the socio-political and
economic system are here considered from their unification in the Early Dynastic period, to the Old Kingdom, when the state
expanded and its political and ideological maturity was achieved. 'Part One: Territory, occupation of space and legitimisation; Part
Two: Royal necropolises and Pyramid towns during the Old Kingdom; Part Three: The territorial appropriation in Egypt - an
alternative explanation for the Old Kingdom.
People interact and perform in group settings in all areas of life. Organizations and businesses are increasingly structuring work
around groups and teams. Every day, we work in groups such as families, friendship groups, societies and sports teams, to make
decisions and plans, solve problems, perform physical tasks, generate creative ideas, and more. Group Performance outlines the
current state of social psychological theories and findings concerning the performance of groups. It explores the basic theories
surrounding group interaction and development and investigates how groups affect their members. Bernard A. Nijstad discusses
these issues in relation to the many different tasks that groups may perform, including physical tasks, idea generation and
brainstorming, decision-making, problem-solving, and making judgments and estimates. Finally, the book closes with an in-depth
discussion of teamwork and the context in which groups interact and perform. Offering an integrated approach, with particular
emphasis on the interplay between group members, the group task, interaction processes and context, this book provides a stateof-the-art overview of social psychological theory and research. It will be highly valuable to undergraduates, graduates and
researchers in social psychology, organizational behavior and business.
The elusive nature of the concept of territory is broken down here, and the term's significance reassessed. In his analysis of
Western concepts and history, Gottmann closely examines the concept of territory as a psychosomatic device, and comments on
how its evolution is similar to basic human striving for security, opportunity, and happiness.
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This book considers the rise of territoriality in international relations. Larkins takes the reader on a tour that moves from the mental
horizons of Medieval European thought to the Renaissance. The end product is a theoretical and historical account of a
momentous transformation that ultimately gives rise to the territorial state.
Michel Foucault’s work is rich with implications and insights concerning spatiality, and has inspired many geographers and social
scientists to develop these ideas in their own research. This book, the first to engage Foucault’s geographies in detail from a wide
range of perspectives, is framed around his discussions with the French geography journal Hérodote in the mid 1970s. The
opening third of the book comprises some of Foucault’s previously untranslated work on questions of space, a range of responses
from French and English language commentators, and a newly translated essay by Claude Raffestin, a leading Swiss geographer.
The rest of the book presents specially commissioned essays which examine the remarkable reception of Foucault’s work in
English and French language geography; situate Foucault’s project historically; and provide a series of developments of his work
in the contemporary contexts of power, biopolitics, governmentality and war. Contributors include a number of key figures in
social/spatial theory such as David Harvey, Chris Philo, Sara Mills, Nigel Thrift, John Agnew, Thomas Flynn and Matthew Hannah.
Written in an open and engaging tone, the contributors discuss just what they find valuable - and frustrating - about Foucault’s
geographies. This is a book which will both surprise and challenge.
Territorial behaviour among various herders and hunter-gatherers has been discussed in earlier studies, but this is the first time
that a comparison of these three types of mobile populations has been attempted. The original papers presented in this volume
discuss the conditions and problems of securing access to resources among pastoralists, peripatetics, and hunting, gathering and
fishing communities in Africa, Asia, Europe and the Middle East. A comprehensive introductory chapter places these empirical
studies in a broader theoretical context of the behaviourial sciences.
Predictions that globalization would undermine territorial attachments and weaken the sources of territorial conflict have not been
realized in recent decades. Globalization may have produced changes in territoriality and the functions of borders, but it has not
eliminated them. The contributors to this volume examine this relationship, arguing that much of the change can be attributed to
sources other than economic globalization. Bringing the perspectives of law, political science, anthropology, and geography to
bear on the complex causal relations among territoriality, conflict, and globalization, leading contributors examine how territorial
attachments are constructed, why they have remained so powerful in the face of an increasingly globalized world, and what effect
continuing strong attachments may have on conflict. They argue that territorial attachments and people's willingness to fight for
territory depends upon the symbolic role it plays in constituting people's identities, and producing a sense of belonging in an
increasingly globalized world.
Elgar Research Agendas outline the future of research in a given area. Leading scholars are given the space to explore their
subject in provocative ways, and map out the potential directions of travel. They are relevant but also visionary.This innovative
Research Agenda draws together discussions on the conceptualization of territory and the ways in which territory and territorial
practices are intimately bound with issues of power and control. Expert contributors provide a critical assessment of key areas of
scholarship on territory and territoriality across a wide range of spatial scales and with examples drawn from the global landscape.
After an introduction to shifting ideas of territory, territoriality and sovereignty, the book deals with territory in its more traditional
macro-scale sense at the level of the nation-state before going on to explore questions of territory, identity and belonging at a
more micro-scale focusing on issues of citizenship, inclusion and exclusion.A Research Agenda for Territory and Territoriality will
be a key resource for scholars and students in geopolitics and social and cultural geography, whilst also being a thought-provoking
read for those interested in nations and nationalism, sovereignty, conflict, citizenship, and territory, place and locality.
First published in 1986, this book demonstrates that territoriality for humans is not an instinct, but a powerful and often
indispensable geographical strategy used to control people and things by controlling area. This argument is developed by
analysing the possible advantages and disadvantages that territoriality can provide, and by considering why some and not others
arise at particular times. Major changes are explored in the relationships between territory and society from primitive times to the
present day, with special attention to the distinctions between premodern and modern uses of space and territory. Specific
analyses of the pre-modern uses of territoriality are provided by the history of the Catholic Church, and, for the modern context, by
study of North American political territorial organization and the organization of factory, office, and home.
A Dictionary of Human Geography is a brand new addition to Oxford's Paperback Reference Series, offering over 2,000 clear and
concise entries on human geography terms. From basic terms and concepts to biographical entries, acronyms, organisations, and
major periods and schools in the history of human geography, it provides up-to-date, accurate, and accessible information. It also
includes entry-level web links that are listed and regularly updated on a dedicated companion website. This dictionary is a reliable
reference for students of human geography and ancillary subjects, for researchers and professionals in the field, and for interested
generalists.
This edited collection disrupts dominant narratives about space, states, and borders, bringing comparative ethnographic and
geographic scholarship in conversation with one another to illuminate the varied ways in which space becomes socialized via
political, economic, and cognitive appropriation. Societies must, first and foremost, do more than wrangle over ownership and land
rights — they must dwell in space. Yet, historically the interactions between the state’s territorial imperative with previous forms of
landscape management have unfolded in a variety of ways, including top-down imposition, resistance, and negotiation between
local and external actors. These interactions have resulted in hybrid forms of territoriality, and are often fraught with fundamentally
different perceptions of landscape. This book foregrounds these experiences and draws attention to situations in which different
social constructions of space and territory coincide, collide, or overlap. Each ethnographic case in this volume presents forms of
territoriality that are contingent upon contested histories, politics, landscape, the presence or absence of local heterogeneity and
the involvement of multiple external actors with differing motivations — ultimately all resulting in the potential for conflict or
collaboration and divergent implications for conceptions of community, autochthony and identity.
Today's global politics demands a new look at the concept of territory. From so-called deterritorialized terrorist organizations such
as al-Qaeda to U.S.-led overthrows of existing regimes in the Middle East, the relationship between territory and sovereignty is
under siege. Unfolding an updated understanding of the concept of territory, Stuart Elden shows how the contemporary "war on
terror" is part of a widespread challenge to the connection between the state and its territory. Although the importance of territory
has been disputed under globalization, territorial relations have not come to an abrupt end. Rather, Elden argues, the
territory/sovereignty relation is being reconfigured. Traditional geopolitical analysis is transformed into a critical device for
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interrogating hegemonic geopolitics after the Cold War, and is employed in the service of reconsidering discourses of danger that
include "failed states," disconnection, and terrorist networks. Looking anew at the "war on terror"; the development and application
of U.S. policy; the construction and demonization of rogue states; events in Lebanon, Somalia, and Pakistan; and the wars
continuing in Afghanistan and Iraq, Terror and Territory demonstrates how a critical geographical analysis, informed by political
theory and history, can offer an urgently needed perspective on world events.
Politics and political relationships underpin the world we live in. From the division of the earth’s surface into separate states to the
placement of ‘keep out’ signs, territorial strategies to control geographic space can be used to assert, maintain or resist power
and as a force for oppression or liberation. Forms of exclusion can be consolidated and reinforced through territorial practices, yet
they can also be resisted through similar means. Territoriality can be seen as the spatial expression of power, with borders dividing
those inside from those outside. The extensively revised and updated second edition continues to provide an introduction to
theories of territoriality and the outcomes of territorial control and resistance. It explores the construction of territories and the
conflicts which often result using a range of examples drawn from various spatial scales and from many different countries. It
ranges in coverage from conflicts over national territory (such as Israel/Palestine, Northern Ireland, South Ossetia) to divisions of
space based around class, gender and race. While retaining the key elements of the first edition, this new edition covers
contemporary debates on nationalism, territorialization, globalization and borders. It updates the factual content to explore the
territorial consequences of ‘9/11’, the ‘war on terror’ and the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan. It also examines migration,
refugees, the territorial expansion of the European Union, and territorial divisions in the home and workplace. The book
emphasizes the underlying processes associated with territorial strategies and raises important questions relating to place, culture
and identity. Key questions emerge concerning geographic space, who is ‘allowed’ to be in particular spaces and who is barred,
discouraged or excluded. Written from a geographical perspective, the book is inter-disciplinary, drawing on ideas and material
from a range of academic disciplines including, history, political science, sociology, international relations, cultural studies. Each
chapter contains boxed case studies, illustrations and guides to further reading.
At a time when the technologies of globalization are eroding barriers to communication, transportation, and trade, Charles Maier
explores the fitful evolution of territories—politically bounded regions whose borders define the jurisdiction of laws and the
movement of peoples—as a worldwide practice of human societies.
This book seeks to understand the politics of nationalism in the buffer zone between Russia and the West: Azerbaijan, Georgia,
and Moldova, as well as Russia itself. It problematizes the official ways of defining the nation, and thus citizenship, in the light of
“frozen” ethno-territorial conflicts and broader geopolitical discrepancies between Russia and the West. The author analyzes the
politics of birthright citizenship policy in these countries and rejects the assumed connection between territorial nation-building and
liberal democracy. The project will interest academics and graduate students in the fields of comparative and post-Soviet politics,
nationalism, and citizenship, and international relations policy professionals.
Politics and political relationships underpin the world we live in. From the division of the earthâe(tm)s surface into separate states
to the placement of âe~keep outâe(tm) signs, territorial strategies to control geographic space can be used to assert, maintain or
resist power and as a force for oppression or liberation. Forms of exclusion can be consolidated and reinforced through territorial
practices, yet they can also be resisted through similar means. Territoriality can be seen as the spatial expression of power, with
borders dividing those inside from those outside. The extensively revised and updated second edition continues to provide an
introduction to theories of territoriality and the outcomes of territorial control and resistance. It explores the construction of
territories and the conflicts which often result using a range of examples drawn from various spatial scales and from many different
countries. It ranges in coverage from conflicts over national territory (such as Israel/Palestine, Northern Ireland, South Ossetia) to
divisions of space based around class, gender and race. While retaining the key elements of the first edition, this new edition
covers contemporary debates on nationalism, territorialization, globalization and borders. It updates the factual content to explore
the territorial consequences of âe~9/11âe(tm), the âe~war on terrorâe(tm) and the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan. It also
examines migration, refugees, the territorial expansion of the European Union, and territorial divisions in the home and workplace.
The book emphasizes the underlying processes associated with territorial strategies and raises important questions relating to
place, culture and identity. Key questions emerge concerning geographic space, who is âe~allowedâe(tm) to be in particular
spaces and who is barred, discouraged or excluded. Written from a geographical perspective, the book is inter-disciplinary,
drawing on ideas and material from a range of academic disciplines including, history, political science, sociology, international
relations, cultural studies. Each chapter contains boxed case studies, illustrations and guides to further reading.
Territories: Nations, States and the Claiming of Space provides a comprehensive introduction to theories of territoriality and the
geographical outcomes of territorial control. Chapter topics cover territory and territoriality, the state, nations and nationalism,
nationalism and the importance of place, future of the sovereign state, sub-state territorial divisions, and territory and locality. For
individuals with an interest in political geography.
As a judicial concept dating back to the 17th century, the term ex(tra)territoriality has long excited the interest of scholars and
writers who have, since the 20th century, not hesitated to appropriate the notion, widening and transforming it in the process. This
transfer to the field of humanities has opened a new space of reflection, a space for imagination, through the means of a creative
re-reading, among others, which has given rise to new but related concepts such as “deterritorialization”. To take into account the
growing importance of this extraterritoriality paradigm reassessing the idea of territory in literature, culture and languages, this
book offers an interdisciplinary and plurilingual journey through four centuries, four continents and a dozen languages, from
literature to new media, encompassing philosophy, history, linguistics, the press, the cinema... Notion juridique remontant au XVIIe
siècle, le terme d’ex(tra)territorialité suscite depuis longtemps l’intérêt des sciences humaines et de la littérature qui, depuis le
XXe siècle, n’ont pas hésité à se l’approprier pour l’élargir et le transformer. Ce transfert du qualificatif ex(tra)territorial vers les
humanités a ouvert un autre espace de réflexion, un espace d’imagination, grâce notamment à une relecture créatrice, ce qui a
pu donner lieu à de nouveaux concepts apparentés comme celui de « déterritorialisation ». Pour tenir compte de l’importance
grandissante d’une pensée de l’ex(tra)territorialité, mettant en question de la notion de territoire dans les domaines littéraire,
culturel et linguistique, le présent ouvrage propose un parcours interdisciplinaire et plurilingue à travers quatre siècles, quatre
continents et une dizaine de langues, de la littérature aux nouveaux médias, en passant par la philosophie, l’histoire, la
linguistique, la presse, le cinéma, etc.
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This short introduction conveys the complexities associated with the term "territory" in a clear and accessible manner. It
surveys the field and brings theory to ground in the case of Palestine. A clear and accessible introduction to the
complexities associated with the term "territory". Provides an interdisciplinary survey of the many strands of research in
the field. Addresses specific areas including interpretations of territorial structures; the relationship between territoriality
and scale; the validity and fluidity of territory; and the practical, social processes associated with territorial reconfigurations. Stresses that our understanding of territory is inseparable from our understanding of power. Uses
Israel/Palestine as an extended illustrative case study. The author’s strong legal and geographical background gives the
work an authoritative perspective.
This book provides insight into the topic of place and territorial identity, which involves both the dimension of collective
belonging and the politics of territorial planning and enhancement. It considers the social, economic and political effects
of territorial identity representations among others in terms of mystification, spatial fetishism, and the creation of place
and territorial stereotypes. A mixed methodology is employed to research case studies at diverse territorial scales which
are relevant to the impact of a variety of factors on place/territorial identity processes such as migration, political and
economic changes, natural disasters, land use changes, etc. Visual imagery, constructing visual discourses and living
within visual cultures are placed in the foreground and refer to among others the changes and challenges introduced by
the Internet and social networks in place/territory representations and self-representations; identity politics and its impact
on place/territorial identity representations; discourses in shaping representations and self-representations of
territorial/place-based identities related to collective memory, cultural heritage, invented tradition, imagined communities
and other key notions.
TerritoryThe Claiming of SpacePearson Education
In Nowhere Countries: Exclusion of Non-Citizens from Rights through Extra-Territoriality at Home, Pauline Maillet
proposes to render visible the mechanisms by which states make their territory disappear to prevent asylum seekers’
arrival. Using legal analysis and ethnography, this book traces how several states have created spaces deemed extraterritorial.
We are in the embrace of territorial shock today. Globalization with its migrants, foot-loose firms, cyber-war and surging
income inequality induces political instability and longing for a `saviour'. This book puts such events in a historical
perspective. New social trends collide with territorial principles (closure, identity, governance) that always have been
taken for granted. Should we invest the new monarchs with the same authority as the pope (16th century) or accept other
classes as co-citizens (19th century)? The answers implied a moral shift and so do our problems with globalization.
Territory is one of the central political concepts of the modern world and, indeed, functions as the primary way the world
is divided and controlled politically. Yet territory has not received the critical attention afforded to other crucial concepts
such as sovereignty, rights, and justice. While territory continues to matter politically, and territorial disputes and
arrangements are studied in detail, the concept of territory itself is often neglected today. Where did the idea of exclusive
ownership of a portion of the earth’s surface come from, and what kinds of complexities are hidden behind that
seemingly straightforward definition? The Birth of Territory provides a detailed account of the emergence of territory
within Western political thought. Looking at ancient, medieval, Renaissance, and early modern thought, Stuart Elden
examines the evolution of the concept of territory from ancient Greece to the seventeenth century to determine how we
arrived at our contemporary understanding. Elden addresses a range of historical, political, and literary texts and
practices, as well as a number of key players—historians, poets, philosophers, theologians, and secular political
theorists—and in doing so sheds new light on the way the world came to be ordered and how the earth’s surface is
divided, controlled, and administered.
Policing Space is a fascinating firsthand account of how the Los Angeles Police Department attempts to control its vast,
heterogeneous territory. As such, the book offers a rare, ground-level look at the relationship between the control of
space and the exercise of power. Author Steve Herbert spent eight months observing one patrol division of the LAPD on
the job. A compelling story in itself, his fieldwork with the officers in the Wilshire Division affords readers a close view of
the complex factors at play in how the police define and control territory, how they make and mark space. Unique in its
application of fieldwork and theory to this complex subject, Policing Space should prove valuable to readers in urban and
political geography, urban and political sociology, and criminology, as well as those who wonder about the workings of
the LAPD.
Following upon the first two volumes in this series, which dealt with a broad spectrum of topics in the environment and
behavior field, ranging from theoretical to applied, and including disciplinary, interdisciplinary, and professionally oriented
approaches, we have chosen to devote sub sequent volumes to more specifically defined topics. Thus, Volume Three
dealt with Children and the Environment, seen from the combined perspective of researchers in environmental and
developmental psy chology. The present volume has a similarly topical coverage, dealing with the complex set of
relationships between culture and the physical environment. It is broad and necessarily eclectic with respect to content,
theory, methodology, and epistemological stance, and the contributors to it represent a wide variety of fields and
disciplines, including psy chology, geography, anthropology, economics, and environmental de sign. We were fortunate
to enlist the collaboration of Amos Rapoport in the organization and editing of this volume, as he brings to this task a
particularly pertinent perspective that combines anthropology and ar chitecture. Volume Five of the series, presently in
preparation, will cover the subject of behavioral science aspects of transportation. Irwin Altman Joachim F. Wohlwill ix
Contents Introduction 1 CHAPTER 1 CROSS-CULTURAL ASPECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN AMOS
RAPOPORT Introduction 7 Culture. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 Environmental Design 10 The Relationship of Culture and
Environmental Design . . . . . . . . . 15 The Variability of Culture-Environment Relations 19 Culture-Specific Environments .
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 Designing for Culture. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
Implications for the Future . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39 References . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 CHAPTER 2 CROSS-CULTURAL RESEARCH METHODS: STRATEGIES, PROBLEMS,
ApPLICATIONS RICHARD W.
Territory is back with a vengeance. Although territorial politics never really went away, it was often perceived that way in
public discussion and among scholars. The territorial conflicts of the last several years, however, have raised new
academic and policy questions, revived old debates that were nearly forgotten, and forced us to rethink many of our
common conceptions. Social scientists broadly agree that territory, as well as the boundaries that confine it and group
identity that relates to it, are socially constructed rather than natural or primordial. But how and through which
mechanisms is the meaning of territory constructed? By whom? For which purposes and by what tools? Which forces
influence such territorial designs? How do different territorial designs affect state behavior in particular, and the
dynamics of international politics in general? This book brings together political scientists and geographersboth
disciplines in which scholars have long researched such questionsto create a mutually fertilizing dialogue, which will
advance our understanding of territorial designs. The authors tackle core theoretical questions, institutions and ideas of
territoriality, borders, space, place, and identity, as well as the methodologies used to study them. They utilize case
studies as far apart as the Ottoman Empire, the colonization of Ireland, and current day Middle East; and they interrogate
the characteristics of spaces as different as land, air, and water. The chapters were originally published as a special
issue of Territory, Politics, Governance.
Space, place and territory are concepts that lie at the core of geography and urban planning, environmental studies and
sociology. Although space, place and territory are indeed polysemic and polemic, they have particular characteristics that
distinguish them from each other. They are interdependent but not interchangeable, and the differences between them
explain how we simultaneously perceive, conceive and design multiple spatialities. After drawing the conceptual
framework of space, place and territory, the book initially explores how we sense space in the most visceral ways, and
how the overlay of meanings attached to the sensorial characteristics of space change the way we perceive it – smell,
spatial experiences using electroence phalography, and the changing meaning of darkness are discussed. The book
continues exploring cartographic mapping not as a final outcome, but rather as an epistemological tool, an instrument of
inquiry. It follows on how particular ideas of space, place and territory are embedded in specific urban proposals, from
Brasília to the Berlin Wall, airports and infiltration of digital technologies in our daily life. The book concludes by focusing
on spatial practices that challenge the status quo of how we perceive and understand urban spaces, from famous artists
to anonymous interventions by traceurs and hackers of urban technologies. Combining space, place and territory as
distinctive but interdependent concepts into an epistemological matrix may help us to understand contemporary
phenomena and live them critically.
Provides a focus on the planet’s elements, environments, and edges, to extend our understanding of territory to the
dynamic, contentious spaces of contemporary politics.
Why do countries go to war over disputed lands? Why do they fight even when the territories in question are
economically and strategically worthless? Drawing on critical approaches to international relations, political geography,
international law, and social history, and based on a close examination of the Indian experience during the 20th century,
Itty Abraham addresses these important questions and offers a new conceptualization of foreign policy as a state
territorializing practice. Identifying the contested process of decolonization as the root of contemporary Asian inter-state
territorial conflicts, he explores the political implications of establishing a fixed territorial homeland as a necessary starting
point for both international recognition and national identity—concluding that disputed lands are important because of their
intimate identification with the legitimacy of the postcolonial nation-state, rather than because of their potential for
economic gains or their place in historic grievances. By treating Indian diaspora policy and geopolitical practice as
exemplars of foreign policy behavior, Abraham demonstrates how their intersection offers an entirely new way of
understanding India's vexed relations with Pakistan and China. This approach offers a new and productive way of
thinking about foreign policy and inter-state conflicts over territory in Asia—one that is non-U.S. and non-European
focused—that has a number of implications for regional security and for foreign policy practices in the contemporary
postcolonial world.
Space Is Power challenges the conventional wisdom that human territoriality is merely a social construct, that territorial
sovereignty is atavistic, that territorial annexation is always irrational, and that territorial disputes are provoked by foreign
policy makers who seek to divert public attention from important issues.
This innovative Research Agenda draws together discussions on the conceptualization of territory and the ways in which
territory and territorial practices are intimately bound with issues of power and control. Expert contributors provide a
critical assessment of key areas of scholarship on territory and territoriality across a wide range of spatial scales and with
examples drawn from the global landscape.
In the past, territorial conflict usually involved major powers seeking hegemony over strategic spaces and resources.
More recently, however, the decline of opposing global power blocs has elevated ethnicity to a prime cause of conflict
over land. This book considers the multiple roles ethnicity plays in fostering territorial conflicts, both violent and nonviolent, across the globe. While land disputes relating to nationalism have resulted in the loss of human life in some
regions, in others ties between ethnicity and land are asserted more peacefully. Nationalism and challenges to the
validity of the links between people and places have caused widespread bloodshed in the disputed territory of Palestine,
involving competing claims of Arabs and Jews, have led to war. In North America, however, indigenous Indians' claims to
land are settled in the courts, rather than through violence. This book shows how human behaviour is affected by the
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multiple ways in which people identify with land, topography and natural resources. In doing so, it highlights the growing
trend towards defining physical space in specific ethnic contexts, associated with a contemporary world that facilitates
global movement.
Territory is back with a vengeance. Although territorial politics never really went away, it was often perceived that way in
public discussion and among scholars. The territorial conflicts of the last several years, however, have raised new
academic and policy questions, revived old debates that were nearly forgotten, and forced us to rethink many of our
common conceptions. Social scientists broadly agree that territory, as well as the boundaries that confine it and group
identity that relates to it, are socially constructed rather than natural or primordial. But how and through which
mechanisms is the meaning of territory constructed? By whom? For which purposes and by what tools? Which forces
influence such “territorial designs”? How do different territorial designs affect state behavior in particular, and the
dynamics of international politics in general? This book brings together political scientists and geographers—both
disciplines in which scholars have long researched such questions—to create a mutually fertilizing dialogue, which will
advance our understanding of territorial designs. The authors tackle core theoretical questions, institutions and ideas of
territoriality, borders, space, place, and identity, as well as the methodologies used to study them. They utilize case
studies as far apart as the Ottoman Empire, the colonization of Ireland, and current day Middle East; and they interrogate
the characteristics of spaces as different as land, air, and water. The chapters were originally published as a special
issue of Territory, Politics, Governance.
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